
Thursday 26th March 


Hi Bodrifty! 

I hope you safely enjoyed the sun yesterday and thanks again for all of the work 
you shared! 

Today, I will be working in school so I won’t be able to answer all of your questions 
on Showbie during the day. PLEASE do still upload your work, so at the end of the 
day I can see how you are doing! You can use the email: 

bodrifty@alverton.cornwall.sch.uk


English 

Continue to think about The Birds.


Your Task:


Write your own play script with different characters, along the same theme of 
bullying.

Think about: where it is going to be set, what the characters are thinking and 
feeling and how the story will develop. 


Remember :

Any stage direction goes in brackets.

You don’t need speech marks.

When a person speaks you just write their name followed by a colon:

for example, 

Mr Hammond: (frantically looking for his top) Where is my football top? I 
want to do Joe Wick’s exercises!


Once finished, maybe you could turn it into a cartoon strip or use Puppetpals 
to bring it to life! 


Maths

Reflex - can you get close to 100% on the pyramid? I will be checking how 
everyone is doing. 


Today is all about quadrilaterals!


Before you complete the task I though you might like to watch our favourite maths 
programme - Maths Mansion! Click on the link below. 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJHh04uqZSM


Your Task


My Maths - complete the homework on quadrilaterals and 2D/3D  shapes .


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJHh04uqZSM


I would like you to design and draw a poster which shows all the quadrilaterals and 
their names. Make it as colourful as you can and if you want to give them 
characteristics, you can.


Art 

This afternoon we would like you to get out your pencils and get drawing! 

Spring has arrived so let’s get some beautiful drawings of nature. If you can sit in 
the garden and pick a plant or flower to draw then do so. 

OR 

If you would prefer a bit of help (like me) then here are some step by step videos 
on how to draw flowers and trees. 

You can look up how to draw something yourself on you tube so surprise me with 
other spring drawings if you want! 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWooph--ONA - how to draw a simple tree


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HccklAXTlrE  - how to draw a palm tree


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ID5H9VVyz4U  - how to draw a more detailed tree


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6IIIMYOPmI    - How to draw a rose


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svF94WVMFoc  - How to draw a daffodil


Upload your pictures onto Showbie or email them to 
bodrifty@alverton.cornwall.sch.uk
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